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A test named the Evaluation Model (EM) test was performed, whose 

test conditions were simulated the reflood phase predicted with the 

safety evaluation analysis. The test results were compared with the 

blindfold results predicted by Evaluation Model (EM) codes. The main 

conclusions are as follows: 

(1) The core heat transfer model built in the EM codes gives 

conservative results. 

(2) The system models in the present EM codes are found to be well 

balanced integrally over the system. 

(3) Conservative items and items to be improved are pointed out. 

The downcomer slow water accumulation observed in the lower flow rate 

test was not appeared in the EM test. 
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大型再冠水円筒第一次炉心試験C1 -19 (Run 38)評価報告書

-PWR-LOCA時再冠水過程の安全解析用評価モデルの実験的評価一

日本原子力研究所東海研究所安全工学部

村尾良夫・藤木和男七秋本 軍

( 1983年 1月29日受理〉

評価モデル CEM)試験と名付けた試験を行った。その試験条件は，安全評価解析で計算され

た再冠水過程を模擬したものである。試験結果を伏せて評価モデル CEM)コードにより計算を

行い，試験結果と計算結果との比較を行った。主な結論は次の通りである。

(1) EMコードir.組込まれた炉心熱伝達モデルは保守的な結果を与える。

(2) 現在のEMコードの中のシステムモデルは，システム全体としてよく均衡のとれたもので

ある。

13J 保守的な事柄および改良すべき事柄を指摘できた。

低流量試験で見い出されたダウンカ7 占水率の低下は，本試験で・は現われなかった。

本報告書は，電源開発促進対策特別会計施行令i!::基づき，科学技術庁からの番託によって行った研究の

成果でおる。

-r)安全解析郎
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X* Introduction 

In order to assess the evaluation model for the safety analysis 

in a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) during the reflood phase of a 

loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), a test named the Evaluation Model 

(EM) test, Cl-19 (Run 38), was performed by using the Cylindrical Core 

Test Facility (CCTF), 

The CCTF is one of the facilities of the Large Scale Reflood Test 

Program which has been initiated since April 1976, and built in the 

reflood test program under the three lateral cooperation among U.S., 

FRG and Japan, named 2D/3D Project. 

The objectives of the Large Scale Reflood Test Program are: 

(1) Demonstration of the safety margin in the current safety evalua¬ 

tion analysis on the effectiveness of the Emergency Core Cooling 

System (ECCS) during the refill and reflood phases of a PWR-LOCA. 

(2) Provision of information for analytical modeling of thermo-

hydrodynamic phenomena during the refill and reflood phases of 

a PWR LOCA. 

(3) Verification of an integral reflood analysis code, "REFLA", and 

a US-developed reactor transient analysis code, "TRAC". 

For this program, the Slab Core Test Facility (SCTF) was also 

constructed to investigate the two-dimensional thermo-hydrodynamic 

behavior in the core and the upper plenum. Both facilities are used 

to achieve the above mentioned task. 

In the test, the initial and the boundary conditions were determined 

based on the results of the safety evaluation calculations. In parallel 

with the test, pre-test calculations were made with Evaluation Model (EM) 

codes, WREM and WRAP, in Japan and U.S., respectively. 

In the present study, the effect of the Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) 

flow rate on the downcomer water accumulation will be additionally 

discussed. The slow water accumulation observed in the previous test'1) 

was attributed to the too conservative ECC flow rate. In this test, the 

ECC flow rate was taken based on the EM calculation and higher than the 

previous test. Therefore, the effect will be expected to be examined. 

The results of the WRAP prediction was partly used for the EM code 

assessment, for lack of information. 

The main results of CCTF test Cl-19 (Run 38) are shown in Appendix. 

- 1 -
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1. Introduction 

1n order to assess the eva1uation model for the safety analysis 

in a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) during the ref100d phase of a 

10ss・-of-co01antaccident (LOCA)， a test named the Eva1uation Model 

(回)test. C1-19 (Run 38)， was performed by using the Cy1indrica1 Core 
Test Facility (CCTF). 

The CCTF is one of the faci1ities of the Large Sca1e Ref100d Test 

Program which has been initiated since Apri1 1976， and bui1t in the 
reflood test program under the three 1atera1 cooperation among U.S.， 
FRG and Japan， named 2D/3D Project. 

The objectives of the Large Scale Ref100d Test Program are: 

(1) Demonstration of the safety margin in the current safety eva1ua-

tion ana1ysis on the effectiveness of the Emergency Core Co01ing 

Syst佃 (ECCS)during the refil1 and ref100d phases of a PWR-LOCA. 

(2) Provision of information for ana1ytical mode1ing of thermo国

hydrodynamic! phenαnena during the refi11 and ref100d phases of 

a PWR L∞A. 

(3) Verificaticln of an integra1 reflood ana1ysis code， "REFLA"， and 
a US-deve1oped reactor transient analysis code， "TRAC". 
For this program， the Slab Core Test Faci1ity (SCTF) wasa1so 

constructed to investigate the two-dimensiona1 thermo-hydrodynamic 

behavior in the core and the upper p1enum. Both faci1ities are used 

to achieve the above mentioned task. 

1n the te:3t， the initia1 and the boundary conditions were determined 
based on the results of the safety eva1uation ca1cu1ations. 1n para11e1 

with the test， pre-test calculations were made with Eva1uation Mode1 (1到}

CQdes. WREK and WRAP， in Japan and U.S.， respective1y. 
1n the pl'esent study， the effect of the Emergency Core Coo1ing (ECC) 

f10w rate on the downcomer water acc凶nu1ationwi11 be additiona11y 

discussed. Tbe 81叩 wateraccumulation observed in the previous test(l) 

was attributed to the too conservative ECC f10w rate. 1n this test. the 

ECC flow rate wa8 taken based on the EM ca1culation and higher than the 

previous test. Therefore. the effect wi11 be expected to be exa血ined.

The resu1ts of theWRAP prediction was part1y used for the EM code 

assessment. for 1ack of information. 

The main resu1u of CCTF test C1-19 (ぬln38) are Sh~l in Appendix. 
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I I . Experiment 

1. Apparatus 

The CCTF was designed to reasonably simulate the flow conditions 

in the primary system of a 4-loop PWR during the refill and reflood 

phases of a LOCA. The reference reactors are the "rojan reactor and, 

in certain aspects, the Ohi reactor in Japan. The vertical dimensions 

and the length of the flow pathes of the system components are kept as 

close to the reference reactors as possible. The each flow area of the 

system component is scaled down in proportion to the scaling factor, 

1/21.4, of the coxo flow area. The primary loop consists of three 

intact loops and a broken loop. 

Each loop has an active steam generator, a loop seal section, a 

pump simulator, and an ECC injection port. An ECC injection system 

consists of the accumulator (Ace injection into the lower plenum, the 

ACC injections into the cold legs and the low pressure coolant injection 

(LPCI) into the cold legs. 

Figure 1 shows the vertical cross section of the pressure vessel. 

The left side is the CCTF and the right side is the typical PWR. In 

order to provide a wider downcomsr, the volume of the core baffle of the 

PWR was included in the volume of the downcomer in the scaling of the 

CCTF downcomer. The core baffle has a flow path from the lower plenum 

to the upper plenum and relatively high flow resistance devices, for 

equalizing the pressure drop to that in the core, resulting in the slow 

water accumulation in the core baffle. When the same amount of water 

enters in the pressure vessel, the vessel having the core baffle in¬ 

troduces more rapid water accumulation in the downcomer, while the 

vessel having the wider downcomer without the core baffle introduces 

slower water accumulation in the downcomer. Therefore the CCTF provides 

more conservatisms in the downcomer water accumulation than the PWR. 

The wider downcomer is considered to better simulate the hydrodynamic 

behavior. The initial wall temperature of the vessel wall was adjusted 

to simulate the heat release from the wall to the unit flow area of the 

downcomer'1'. 

The core consists of thirty-two 8 x 8 electrically heated rod 

bundles and simulates the 15 x15 array fuel assemblies. The core is 

subdivided into some power regions. It is possible to control the radial 

- 2 -
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II. Experiment 

1. Apparatus 

The CCTF was deoigned to reasonably simulate the flow conditions 

in the primary system of a 4-1oop PWR during the refi11 and ref100d 

phases of a L'侃 A. The refercnce reactors are the .~rojan reactor and， 

in certain aspects， the Ohi reactor in Japan. The vertica1 dimensions 

and the 1ength of the f10w pathes of the system compon白ntsare kept as 

close to the reference reactors as possib1e. The each f10w area of the 

system component is sca1ed down in proportion to the sca1ing factor， 
1/21.4， of the co~~ flow area. The primary 100p consists of three 

intact 100ps and a broken 1oop. 

Each 100p has an active steam generator， a 100p sea1 section， a 

pump si四u1ator，and an ECC injection port. An ECC injection system 

consists of the accumulator (Acc injection into the 10wer p1enum. the 

ACC injections into the co1d 1egs and the 10w pressure coo1ant injection 

〈日CI)into the co1d legs. 

Figure 1 shows the vertica1 cross section of the pressure vesse1. 

The 1eft side is the CCTF and the right side is the typica1 PWR. 1n 

order to provide a wider downcomer， the vo1u皿eof the core baff1e of the 

PWR was inc1uded in the vo1ume of the downcomer in the scaling of the 

CCTF downcomer. The core baff1e has a f10w path from the 10wer p1enum 

to the upper p1enu皿 andre1ative1y high f10w reaistance devices， for 
equa1izing the pressure drop to that in the core， resu1ting in the s10留

water accumu1ation in the core baff1e. When the same amount of water 

enters in the pressure vesse1， the vesse1 having the core baff1e in-

troduces more rapJ.d water accumu1ation in the downcomer， whi1e the 
vesse1 having the wider downcαner ~~thout the core baff1e introduces 

s10wer water accumu1ation in the downcomer. Therefore the CCTF provides 

more conservatisms in the downcomer water accumu1ation than the PWR. 

The wider downcαner is considered to better simu1ate the hydrodynamic 

behavior. The initia1 wa11 temperature of the vesse1 wa11 was adjusted 

to simulate the heat release from the wa11 to the un1t flow area of the 

downc畑町(1). 

The core consists of thirty四 two8 x 8 e1ectrica11y heated rod 

bund1es and simu1atea the 15 x 15 array fue1 assemb1ies. The ctlre is 

subdivided into some power regions. 1t 1s possib1e to contro1 the radia1 
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power distribution. The axial peaking factor is about 1.49. Each 

bundle consists of 57 heated rods and 7 non-heated rods. The heated 

rods consists of 12 high, 17 medium and 28 low powered rods with power 

ratios of 1.1, 1.0, and 0.95, respectively. 

The design of the upper plenum internals is based on the old 

Westinghouse 17 x 17 array fuel assemblies. The internals consist of 

12 control rod guide tubes, 4 support columns, 8 stub mixers, 2 orifice 

plates and 6 open holes. The radial dimensions of each internal is 

scaled down by factor of 8/15 from that of an actual reactor. 

The steam generators are of the U-tube and shell type. The tube 

length is about 15 m and about 5 m shorter than that of an actual 

reactor however, it is enough to simulate the heat transfer between the 

secondary to primary side'2'. The secondary side is filled with high 

pressure saturated water. The pump simulators are equipped with orifice 

plates to simulate the flow resistance and with vanes to simulate 

counter-current flow limited (CCFL) characteristics of an actual pump. 

The containment vessel is simulated with two tanks, i.e. Containment 

tanks 1 and 2. The former is used for the water collector vessel and is 

equipped with a steam water separator and a liquid level meter to measure 

the discharge rate of the water overflowing from the broken cold leg 

nozzle. The latter is used for the simulated containment vessel. 

However, a large volume tank is necessary to represent a scaled contain¬ 

ment volume. Therefore, the purpose of this tank is to maintain a 

constant back pressure by means of a pressure control system. Thus, 

the pressure-time behavior of the PWR containment vessel during a LOCA 

is not simulated. Containment tank 1 with the steam water separator is 

connected to the broken cold leg nozzle and Containment tank 2 is con¬ 

nected to the broken cold leg and to Containment tank 1. The steam in 

Containment tank 2 is exhausted to the atmosphere through the pressure 

control valve. In this facility, the break was assumed to be at the 

outer surface of the biological shield. A section of cold leg piping 

about 2.8 m long is connected to the broken cold leg nozzle and the 

fl"id is discharged into the Containment tank 1 through a pipe of double 

size. 

2. Instrumentation 

Many differential pressure transducers and thermocouples were 
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power dietribution. The axia1 peaking factor is about 1.49. Each 

bund1e consists of 57 heated rod8 a~d 7 non-heated rods. The heated 

rods consists of 12 high， 17 mediam and 28 10w powered rods with power 

ratios of 1.1. 1.0， and 0.95. respective1y. 

The design of the upper p1enum interna1s i8 based on the 01d 

Westinghouse 17 x 17 array fue1 asse皿.b1ies. The interna1s consist of 

12 contro1 rod guide tubes， 4 support C01UDUIS. 8 stub mixers， 2 orifice 

p1ates and 6 open ho1es. The radia1 dimensions of each interna1 i8 

sca1ed down by factor of 8/15 from that of an actua1 reactor. 

The steam generators are of the U-tube and she11 type. The tube 

1ength is about 15 m and about 5 m shorter than that of an actua1 

reactor however. it is enough to simu1ate the heat transfer between the 

secondary to primary side(2). The secondary side is fi11ed with high 

pressure saturated water. The pump simu1ators are equipped with orifice 

p1ates to simu1ate the f10w resistance and with vanes to simu1ate 

counter-current f10w 1imited (CCFL) characteristics of an actua1 pump. 

The containment vesse1 i8 simulated with two tanks， i.e. Containment 
tanks 1 and 2. The former is used for the water c011ector vesse1 and is ' 

equipped with a st己amwater separator ana a 1iquid 1eve1 meter to measure 

the discharge rate of the water overf10wing from the broken ~01d 1eg 

nozz1e. The 1atter is useG for the simu1ated containment vesse1. 

However， a 1arge v01ume tank is necessary to represent a sca1ed contain-

ment v01ume. Therefore， the purpose of this tank is to maintain a 

constant back pressure by means of a pressure contro1 system. Thus， 

the pressure-time behavior of the PWR containment vesse1 during a 1ρCA 

is not simuiated. Containment tank 1 with the steam water separator is 

connected to the broken c01d 1eg nozz1e and Containment tank 2 is con-

nected to the broken c01d 1eg and to Containment tank 1. The steam in 

Containment tank 2 is exhausted to the atmosphere through the pressure 

r.ontr01 va1ve. 1n this faci1ity， the break was assumed to b邑 atthe 

outer surface of the biologica1 shie1d. A section of c01d 1eg piping 

about 2.8 m 10ng is connected to the broken c01d 1eg nozz1e and the 

fl・'.idis discharged into the Containment tank 1 through a pipe of doub1e 

size. 

2. Instrumentation 

Many differentia1 pressure transducers and thermocoup1es were 
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installed to measure the differential pressures, fluid temperatures 

and wall temperatures. In the places where the velocity of liquid 

phase is very low, the frictional loss and the acceleration loss are 

negligible compared with the gravitational loss. Hence it is con¬ 

sidered that the pressure drops expressed in the water head indicate 

the collapsed water level or the water accumulation in the downcomer, 

the core, the upper plenum and the lower plenum. The flow meters are 

equipped to measure the injection flow rates. 

The pitot tubes are positioned at the downstream side of the exit 

of the steam generators. About 900 thermocouples are uniformly attached 

on the clad surface of the simulated core in order to determine whether 

the thenno-hydrodynamic behavior in the core is one-dimensional or not. 

Sheathed thermocouples of 0.5 mm diameter are burried on the outside 

clad surface. Including other detectors, more than 1600 channel of 

data were recorded. 

3. Test procedure 

The test procedures were as follows: After establishing the initial 

conditions of the test, the lower plenum was filled with saturated water 

to a specified level of 0.9 m for this test. Electric power was applied 

to the heater rods of the core. When the maximum temperature reached 

the specified temperature, the water in the Accumulator was injected 

into the Lower Plenum (Acc/LP mode). When the water was estimated to 

reach the bottom of the core i.e. at the time of the Bottom Of Gore 

RECovery (BOCREC), decay of the heating power was scheduled to be auto¬ 

matically started at a programmed rate, corresponding to the reactor 

decay heat. After the assumed time delay, the injection location was 

changed from the lower plenum to the ECC ports of the three intact cold 

legs. The ECC water was still supplied from the accumulator and this 

period is defined as the Accumulator mode (Ace mode). After a specified 

time delay, the injection mode was transferred from the accumulator 

injection mode (Ace mode) to the Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) 

mode (LPCI mode). The system pressure of the Containment tank 2 was 

kept constant. The test conditions of this test are listed in Table 1. 

The power was supplied to 3 radially divided power zones of the core 

and the ratio of the power supplied to a rod of three zones was 1.286, 

1.10 and 0.837. 
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1nsta11ed to measure the d1fferent1a1 pressures， f1u1d temperatures 
and wa11 temperatures. ln the p1aces where the ve10c1ty of 11qu1d 

phase 1s very 10w， the fr1ct10na1 10ss and the acce1erat10n 10ss are 

neg11g1b1e compared w1th the grav1tat10na1 10ss. Hence 1t 1s con-

s1dered that thepressure drops expressed 1n the water head 1nd1cate 

the c011apsed water 1eve1 or the water accu皿u1at10nin the downcomer， 
the core， the upper p1enum and the 10wer p1enum. The flow meters are 

equipped to measure the inject10n f10w rates. 

The pitot tubes are posit10ned at the downstrea皿 sideof the exit 

of the stea皿 generators. About 900 thermocoup1es are un1formly attached 

on the c1ad surface of the simu1ated core in order to determ1ne whether 

the the~o-hydrodyna皿ic behavior in the core 1s one-di皿ens10na1or not. 

Sheathed thermocouples of 0.5 mm diameter are burr1ed on the outside 

c1ad surface. Inc1ud1ng other detectors， more than 1600 channe1 of 
data were recorded. 

3. Test procedure 

The test procedures were as f0110ws: After estab11sh1ng the 1n1t1a1 

cond1ti~ns of the test， the 10wer p1enum was f111ed with saturated water 

to a spec1f1ed 1eve1 of 0.9 m for th~s test. E1ectric power was app11ed 

to the heeter rods of the core. When the max1mum temperature reached 

the specif1ed temperature， th邑 waterin the Accu皿u1atorwas 1njected 

into the Lower P1enum (Acc/LP mcde). When the water was esti皿atedto 

reach the bottom of the core i.e. at the ti皿eof the BottOm Of Core 

RECovery (BOCREC)， decay of the heat1ng power was schedu1ed to be auto-
mat1ca11y started at a programmed rate， corresponding to the reactor 
decay heat. After the assumed t1me de1ay， the 1nject10n 10cation was 

chang且df;:司mthe 10wer p1enum to the ECC port日 ofthe three 1ntact co1d 

1egs. The ECC water was sti11 supp1ied from the accumu1ator and this 

P胆'dod1日 definedas the Accumu1ator mode (Acc mode). After a spec1f1ed 

t1me de1ay， the 1nject10n mode was transferred from the accumu1ator 
inject10n mode (Acc副ode)to the Low Pressure Coo1ant lnjection{日 CI)

mode (LPCI mode). 'The syst岨 pressureof the Containment tarik 2was 

kept con目tant. The test eond1t1ons of ;;h1s test are l1sted in Tab1e 1. 

The power was supp11ed to 3 rad1a11y d1v1ded power zones of the core 

and the rat1o， of the power supp1ied to a rod of three zones was 1.286， 
1.10 a叫 0.837.
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III. Evaluation Model Calculations 

1. WREM calculation in JAERI 

Simulating the LOCA-ECCS audit calculations(5) performed at JAERI, 

the same WREM code was used and the similar noding for the system cal¬ 

culation was adopted. The clad ballooning and rupture model, and the 

flow blockage model were not used for heated rods. 

System model 

The RELA4-IXOOD EM reflood model was used for the system calcula¬ 

tion. The schematic of the system nodalization is shown in Fig. 2. 

Three intact loops were expressed by an equivalent single intact loop. 

The heat slabs corresponding to the vessel internals and pipe walls 

were not considered. The model consists of 23 control volumes, 25 

junctions and 26 heat slabs. The core is represented by single control 

volume including 12 heat slabs. The volume corresponding to the space 

between the top of the heated core and the upper core support plate was 

included in the core volume. For the heat slabs of the core, the struc¬ 

ture of the heated rods was considered, however, the boron nitride, BN, 

was substituted for the magnesia, MgO, used as the insulator in the upper 

and lower portion of the rods. In the steam generators, the primary and 

secondary sides were represented with two and one control volumes for 

each loop, respectively. 

The junctions 31 and 32 were specially used for the broken cold 

keg nozzle and the connected pipe as recommended in the RELAP4-FLOOD 

code manual'3'. This model is called the two-pipe model in this study. 

The flow resistance of the nozzle has been tuned to the base case test'1'. 

The ECC injection line was modeled with the junctions 34 -"1 35 and 

they were assumed to be connected to the drwncomer. 

The carry-over rate fraction, i.e. the racio of the core outlet 

mass flow rate to the core inlet m ss flow rate, was evaluated with the 

correlation developed by Babcock and Wilcox (B & W) Company. Natural 

convectlve heat transfer correlation was applied to the secondary sur¬ 

face of the steam generator heat slabs. The occurrence of choking was 

forbidden for the all junctions including the break junctions. 

According to the restriction of the equilibrium assumption in 
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111. Eva1uation Hode1 Ca1cu1ations 

1. WREM ca1cu1ation in JAER1 

Simu1ating the LOCA-ECCS audit ca1cu1ations(5) performed at J姐 RI，
the same WREM code was used and the simi1ar noding for the systcm ca1-

'cu1ation wa日 adopted. The clad ballooning and rupture mode1， and the 
f10w blockage model were not used for heated rods. 

System mode1 

The RELA4-FLOOD EM reflood mode1 was used for the system calcula軸

tion. The schematic of the system nodali~ation is shown in Fig. 2. 

Three intact loops were expressed by an equivalent single intact loop. 

The heat s1abs corresponding to the vesse1 interna1s and pipe wa11s 

were not considered. The mode1 consists of 23 control vo1umes， 25 
junctions and 26 heat s1abs. The core is represented by sing1e control 

volume inc1uding 12 heat s1abs. The vo工.umecorresponding to the space 

between the top of the heated core and the upper core support plate was 

included in the core vo1ume. For the heat slabs of the core， the struc-

ture of the heated rods was considered， however， the boron nitride， BN， 
was substituted for the magnesia， HgO， used as the insulator in the upper 
and 10wer portion of the rods. 1n the steam generators， the primary and 
secondary sides were represented with two and one contro1 vo1umes for 

each 100p， respective1y. 
The junctions 31 and 32 were specia11y used for the broken c01d 

keg no~~1e and the connected pipe a5 recommended in the RELAP4-FLOOD 

code manua1(3). This mode1 is ca11ed the two-pipe mode1 in this study. 

The f10w resist曲目 ofthe nozz1e has been tuned to the base case teat(l). 

The ECC injection line was mode1ed with the junctions 34 ‘.J 35 and 

they were assumed to be connected to the dnmcomer. 

The carry圃 overrate fraction， i.e. the raζio of the core out1et 

mas日 f10wrate to the core in1et m. 55 flow rate， was eva1uated wit.l the 

corre1ation developed by Babcock and Wilcox (B & W) Company. Natura1 

convective heat tran日fercorrelation was app1ied to the secondary sur-

face of the steam generator heat slabs・Theoccurrence of chokins was 

fotbidden for the a11 junction日 includingthe bteak junctions. 

According to therestriction of the equilibrium assu皿.ptionin 
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RELAP4, the temperatures of the injected ECC water were rised to nearly 

saturated values, i.e. 392K, to prevent strong condensation ?t the 

injected place. The core inlet subcooling requested for the FLECHT 

correlation of the core heat transfer was set to 64K, assuming that 

the lower plenum fluid temperature was the average of the ECC water 

temperature and the well-mixed lower plenum water temperature at the 

Bottom of Core Recovery (BOCREC). 

Fuel pin model 

The TOODEE2 single heated rod model was used for the pre-reflood 

heat-up and reflood temperature transient analysis of the highest powered 

rod. The center portion of the rod was devided into 10 three inches 

long heat slabs in the same manner as the EM analysis for the rupture 

and oxidization of the fuel rod cladding. The heat capacity tables for 

fuel rods were replaced with those for the heated rods. The gap size 

was set to be very small value, i.e. 2.54 x1O~5 m. The multiplication 

factors of the region I, II and III of the FLECHT heat transfer coeffi¬ 

cient correlation were set to 0.85, 0.95 and 0.85, respectively. 

2. WRAP calculation in U.S. 

The WRAP^6) cede was used for the prediction. The model and the 

nodalization were similar to the WREM calculation. The different points 

are as follows: 

1) The LPCI injection point was the node of the code leg. 

2) In the downcomer, a heat slab was considered, however, an complete 

phase separation model was used. Therefore, this model gives no 

voiding even the boiling occures in the downcomer. 

3) A different carry-over rate fraction correlation was used. 

4) A different core inlet subcooling, i.e. 49K was used for the FLECHT 

correlation. The value was the well-mixed fluid temperature in the 

lower plenum at the BOCREC. 

P 
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RELAP4. the t田 :peraturesof the injected ECC water were rised to rlear1y 

saturated va1ues. i.e. 392K. to prevent strong condensation e.t the 

injected p1aca. The core in1et subco01ing requested for the FLECHT 

corre1ation of the core h~at transfer was set to 64K， assuming that 

the 10官'erp1enum f1uid temperature was the average of'the ECC water 

temperature and the we11-mixed 10wer p1enum water temperature at the 

Bottom of Core Recovery (BOCREC). 

Fua1 pj.n mode1 

The TOODEE2 sing1e heated rod mode1 was used for the pre-ref100d 

heat-up and ref100d temperature transient ana1ysis of the highest powered 

rod. The center portion of the rod was devided into 10 three inches 

10ng heat s1ubs in the same manner as the EM ana1ysis for the rupture 

and oxidization of the fue1 rod c1adding. The heat capacity tab1es for 

fue1 rods were rep1aced with those for the heated rods. The gap size 

was set to be very sma11 va1ue. i.e. 2.54 x 10-5 m. The mu1tip1ication 

factors of the region 1. 11 and 111 of the FLECHT heat transfer co~王fi-

cient corre1ation were set to 0.85. 0.95 and 0.85， respective1y. 

2. WRAP ca1cu1ation in U.S. 

The WRAP(6) ccde was used for the prediction. The mode1 and the 

noda1ization were simi1ar to the WREM ca1cu1ation. The different points 

are as f0110ws: 

1) The LPC1 injection point was the node of the code 1eg. 

2) 1n the downcomer. a heat s1ab was considered. however. an comp1ete 

phase separation mode1留asused. Therefore. this mode1 gives no 

voiding even the boi1ing occures in the downcαner. 

3) A different carry-over rate fraction corre1ation was used. 

4) A different core in1et subco01ing. i.e. 49K was used for the FLECHT 

corre1ation. The va1ue was the we11-mixed f1uid temperature in the 

10wer p1enum at the BOCREC. 
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XV. Results and Discussion 

1. Momentum and mass balance over the system 

Core flooding rate 

The core flooding rate has been thought to be one of the most 

sensitive parameters for the core heat transfer as well as the core in¬ 

let temperature and the pressure in the core since the FLECHT tests(**) . 

Since the core flooding rate is governed by the thermo-hydrodynamic 

behaviors over the system, the comparison of the measured core flooding 

rate with the predicted is useful for the assessment of the overall 

system model in the EM codes. Figure 3 shows the core flooding rates 

estimated in the CCTF test and the predicted with the WREh and the WRAP. 

The WREM and WRAP predict the core flooding rate well after 139 and 119 

seconds, respectively. The estimated core flooding rate was obtained 

from the mass balance calculation as described in Appendix C. Because 

of the smoothing procedure in the calculation, the estimated core flood¬ 

ing rate in the early transient before about 132 seconds (about 30 

seconds after flood) does not have enough accuracy to discuss the 

agreement between the estimated and the predicted. However, it is found 

that the predicted flooding rate is lower than the estimated on the time 

average and has conservative value. When the core flooding rates become 

lower than 1 in/s, a steam cooling correlation is requested to be used 

for the core heat transfer above the quench front in the safety evalua¬ 

tion criteria. 

The core flooding rate become less than 1 in/s at 170 seconds in 

the CCTF test and the WRAP prediction and at 145 seconds in the WREM 

prediction. However, the flooding rates estimated and predicted -"ith 

WREM and WRAP agree well with each other after 170 seconds. 

From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the present 

model is well balanced integrally over the system and predicts the 

flooding rate conservatively in early transient and accurately in later 

period. 

Mass and momentum balance 

Since the flooding rate might be influenced by many factors in the 

integral teat, it is very important to analyse the reason why the EM 
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工V. Resu1ts and Discussion 

1. Momentum and mass ba1ance over the system 

Core f100ding rate 

'fhe core f100ding rate has been thought to be one of the most 

sens!tive parameters fιr the core heat transfe~ as we11 as the core in-

1et t佃 peratureand the p~essure in the core since the FLECHT tests ω. 
Since the core f100ding rate i昌 governedby the thermo-hydrodyna皿ic

behaviors over the system， the comparison of the measured core f100ding 

rate with the predicted is usefu1 for the assessment of the overa11 

system mode1 in the EM codes. Figure 3 shows the core f100ding rates 

estimated in the CCTF test and the predicted with the ~ and the ~~. 

The WREM and WRAP predict the core f100ding rate we11 after 139 and 119 

seconds， respective1y. The estimated core f100ding rate was obtained 

from the mass ba1ance c~1cu1ation as described in Appendix C. Because 

of the smoothing procedure in the ca1cu1ation， the estimated core f1ood-
ing rate in the ear1y transient before about 132 seconds (about 30 

seconds after f1ood) does not have enough accuracy to discuss the 

agreement between the estimated and the predicted. However， it is found 
that the predicted f100ding rate is 10wer than the estimated on the time 

average and has conservative va1ue. When the core f100ding rates become 

10wer than 1 1n/s， a ste血 coo1ingcorre1ation 1s requested to be used 

for the core heat transfer above the quench front in the safety eva1ua-

tion criteria. 

The core f1ood1ng rate beco配 1essthan 1 in/s at 170 seconds in 

the CCTF test and the WRAP prediction and at 145 seconds in the WREM 

prediction. However， the f100ding rates e8timated and predicted -~th 
WREM and WRAP agree we11 with each other after 170 seconds. 

From the above discussion， it can be conc1uded that the present 

mode1 i8 we11 ba1anced integra11y over the system and predicts the 

f100ding rate conservative1y in ear1y tran8ient and accurate1y in 1ater 

period. 

Mass and momentum ba1ance 

Since the f100ding rate m1ght be 1nf1uenced by many factors 1n the 

integra1 teat. 1t ia very 1・portantto ana1yze the reaaon why the EM 
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codes predict the core flooding rate well. 

The core flooding rate, m-p, can be expressed as follows^1), 

(2) 

mB - /2APBpB/KB , (3) 

APj. - APD - APC - APy , (A) 

APB - APZ + AP B C N , <5) 

where m is the mass accumulation rate or the mass flow rate, AP is the 

differential pressure, p is the fluid density, K is the so-called K 

factor and subscripts C, U, I, B, D and BCN denote the core, the upper 

plenum, the intact loop, the broken loop, the downcomer and the broken 

cold leg nozzle and its connecting pipe, respectively. 

The Eq. (5) describing the effect of the pressure drop at the broken 

cold leg nozzle has been easily derived from the thought that the pres¬ 

sure in the pressure vessel rises APBCN more and the pressures at both 

ends of the inact loops rise AP B C N more, however, the pressure at one 

end of the broken loop, the pressure in the upper plenum rises A P B Q ^ more 

and the pressure at another end of broken loop, the pressure of the 

containment, does not change. 

The contribution of each term to the core flooding rate is summa¬ 

rized in Table 2. The WKEM code overestimates the water accumulation 

rate in the core, nig, and underestimates the water accumulation rate in 

the upper plenum, my, and the mass flow rate through the four loops, 

nijS and m^, at 100 seconds after flood. The same tendency appears at 

200 seconds after flood. These discrepancies cancel with each other 

and the predicted core flooding rates agree well with the measured 

flooding rate. 

Pressure drop at the broken cold leg nozzle and loop mass flow rates 

Figure 4 shows the measured and the predicted pressure drops across 

th« intact and the broken loops, i.e. APj and APg. Since the pressure 
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codes predict the core f100ding rate we11. 

The core flooding rate，品F'c剖 beexpre回 edas fo11ows(1)， 
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-油 erem is the mass accumu1ation rate or the mass f10w rate， fJ.P is the 

differentia1 pressure， P is the f1ldd density， K is the so-ca11ed K 

factor and su'bscripts C， U， 1， B， D and BCN denote the core， the upper 

p1enum， the intact 1oop， the broken 1oop， the downcomer and the broken 

co1d 1eg nozz1e and its connecting pipe， respective1y. 

The Eq. (5) describing the effect of the pressure drop at the broken' 

co1d 1eg nozz1e has been easi1y derived from the thought that the pres-

sure in the pressure vesse1 rises fJ.PBCN more and the pressures at both 

ends of the inact 100ps rise fJ.PBCN more. however. the pressure at one 

end of the broken 1oop， the pressure 1n the upper p1enum rises fJ.PBCN more 

and the pressure at another end of broken 1oop， the pressure of the 

containment. does not change. 

The contribution of each term to the core f100ding rate is summa-

rized in Tab1e 2. The WREM code overestimates the water accumu1ation . 
rate in the core. mC' and underestimates the water accumu1ation rate in 

-the upper p1enum. mU' and the mass f10w rate through the four 1oops. 

mrs and ~. at 100 seconds after f1ood. The same tendency appears at 

200 seconds after f1ood. These discrepancies cance1 with each other 

and the predictedcore f100ding rates agree we11 with the measured 

flooding rate. 

Preosure drop at the broken co1d 1eg nozzle and 100pmaos f10w rates 

Fisure 4 ohowo the measured and the predicted pressure ，dropsacroos 

th. intact and the broke~ 1oopo. i.e. fJ.Pr .and fJ.PB・S1ncethe pressure 
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drop at the broken cold leg nozzle, APgCN» *-s equal to (APg - APj) from 

Eq. (5), the predicted APBCN can be evaluated as shown in Fig. 4. The 

measured PjjCN i s a b o u t 2.5 times higher than the predicted with the WREM. 

According to the WREM code manual, the RELAP4-FL0OD uses the two-pipe 

model shown in Fig. 5 for the broken cold leg nozzle to avoid the un¬ 

reasonably large pressure drop at the nozzle. The two-pipe model for 

the broken cold leg nozzle gives concervative results, i.e. the lower 

core flooding rate and the lower pressure in the core due to the smaller 

pressure drop at the nozzle. 

Since the lower AP B C N causes the lower pressure in the intact and 

the broken loops, the underestimation of AP.pu introduces the lower 

fluid densities, pj and pB in the respective loops. As expressed in 

Eqs. (2) and (3), this cases the underestimation of the mj and nig in 

the WREM calculation. As expressed in Eqs. (5) and (3), the under¬ 

estimation of the pressure drop at the broken cold leg nozzle, APJJQ^, 

also causes the underestimation of the APB and consequently the under-

estimation of the mg. 

Upper plenum water accumulation 

Figure 6 shows the measured water accumulation in the upper plenum. 

In the WREM prediction, the water accumulation model was not used. Since 

the average water accumulation rate from the 200 seconds to 500 seconds 

is estimated to be 0.23 kg/s or about 5 % of the core flooding mass flow 

rate, the neglect of the upper plenum water accumulation introduces only 

about 5 X lower core flooding rare, i.e. slightly conservative results. 

Core water accumulation 

Figure 7 shows the measured and the predicted water accumulations 

in the core and the downcomer. The predicted core collapsed water 

levels have the tendency to increase at a constant rate, while the meas¬ 

ured level in the CCTF test approaches a constant level. 

The measured water accumulation rate is higher than the predicted 

rate in the initial period, however, the measured rate decreases with 

time. In the WREM, a correlation for the carry-over rate fraction, i.e. 

B & W correlation, was used and in the WRAP, a different correlation 

was used. 

The measured carry-over rate fraction after 200 seconds is about 
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drop at the broken cold leg nozzle， APBCN' 1s equal to (aPB -aP工) from 

Eq. (5)， the pred1cted aPBCN can be eva1uated as shown in Fig. 4. The 

measured PBCN 13 about 2.5 times higher than the pred1cted with the WREM. 

According to the WREM code manual， the RELAP4-FLOOD uses the two-pipe 
model shown in Fig. 5 for the broken co1d leg nozz1e to avoid the un-

reasonab1y 1arge pressure drop at the nozz1e. The two-pipe mode1 for 

the broken co1d leg nozz1e gives concervative resu1ts， i.e. the lower 
core f100ding rate and the lower pressure in the core due to the sma11er 

pressure drop at the nozz1e. 

Since the 10wer aPBCN causes the 10wer pressure in the intact and 

the broken loops， the underest1mation of aP
BCN 

introduces the 10wer 

f1u1d densities， PI and PB in the respective loops. As expressed in 

Eqs. (2) and (3)， this cases恥叩derest1mationof the mr and mB 1n 

the WREM ca1cu1ation. As expressed in Eqs. (5) and (3)， the under-
est1mation of the pressure drop at the broken co1d 1eg nozz1e. aPBCN' 

a1so causes the underesti皿ationof the aPB and consequent1y the under-. 
estimat10n of the mB・

Upper p1enum water accumulation 

Figure 6 shows the measured water. accum....:ation in the upper p1enum. 

工nthe WREM prediction， the water accu血.ulationmode1 was not used. Since 

the average water accumu1ation rate from the 200 seconds to 500 seconds 

is estimated to be 0.23 kg/s or about 5 % of the core f100ding mass f10w 

rate， the neg1ect of the upper plenum water accumulation introduces only 
about 5 % 10wer core f100ding rate， i.e. slight1y conservative results. 

Core 'water accumu1ation 

Figure 7 shows the measured and the predicted water accumulations 

in the core and the downcomer. The predicted core co11apsed water 

levels have the tendency to increase at a constant rate， while the meas~ 
ured leve1 in the CCTF test approaches a constant leve1. 

The measured water &ccumu1ation rate is higher than the predicted 

rate in the initial period， however， the measured rate decreases with 
time. In the WREM， a correlation for the carry-over rate fraction， i.e. 
B & W corre1ation~ was used and in the WRAP， a different correlation 

W8O used. 

The meaaured carry-over rate fraction after 200 seconda is about 
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0.98, while the predicted with WREM is about 0.8. 

The further discussion will be made in the discussion on the core 

thermo-hydrodynamic behaviors. 

Downcomer water accumulation 

The collapsed water level in the downcomer is compared with the 

HREM predictions in Fig. 7. The measured collapsed water level is equal 

to the overflow level in early period of the transient and become lower 

than the level after 145 seconds, while the predicted water level is 

exactly equal to the overflow level. 'The slow water accumulation 

observed in the base case test^1) was not -'. >eared in this test. This 

is thought to be due to higher ECC flov rate of this test, i.e. in the 

base case test, the ACC water could not fill the downcomer completely 

and the higher steam flow through the downcomer carried out some amount 

of LPCI water from the intact cold legs, resulting in the slow water 

accumulation in the downcomer. However, in this test, the subcooled 

water was completely filled in the downcomer during the ACC injection 

period and heated up and boiled in the later period. Further discussion 

on the downcomer level will be made in the later section. 

As derived from Eqs. (1) to (5), 

3 
m î — IDp + IDrr + £ 

where 

APj - APD - APC - APJJ , (7) 

i.e. the higher (APD - APC) results in the higher mp. Therefore the over 

predicted (APD - APC) is less conservative than the measured since the 

higher core flooding rate, mF, induces the higher core cooling capability. 

Pressure in the core 

Figure 8 shows the measured and the predicted pressures in the core. 

The higher measured pressure is considered to be introduced by the pres¬ 

sure drop at the broken cold leg nozzle, APJJCN' 
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0.98， whi1e the predicted with WREM is about 0.8. 

The further discussion wi11 be made in the discussion on the core 

thermo-hydrodyna皿icbehaviors. 

Downr.omer water accumu1ation 

The co11apsed water 1eve1 in the downcomer is compared with the 

WREM predictions in Fig. 7. The measured co11apsed water 1eve1 is equa1 

to the overflow 1eve1 in ear1y period of the transient and become 10wer 

than the 1eve1 after 145 seconds， whi1e the predicted water 1eve1 is 
exact1yequa1 to the overf1ow 1eve1. -The s10w water.accumulation 

observed in the base case testωwas not r .eared in this test. This 

is thought to be due to higher ECC f10w rate of this test， i.e. in the 
base case test， the ACC water cou1d not fi11 the downcomer co皿p1ete1y
and the higher stea皿 f10wthrough the downcomer carried out some a皿ount

of LPCI water from the intact co1d 1egs， resu1ting in the s10w water 
accumu1ation in the downcomer. However， in this test， the subcoo1ed 
water was comp1ete1y fi11ed in the downcomer during the ACC injection 

period aud heated up and boi1ed in the 1ater period. Further discussion 

on the downcomer 1eve1 wi11 be made in the 1ater section. 

As derived from Eqs. (1) to (5)， 

品F昌弘+品I1+ i ♂AP1PII可+1i1面1+ PBCN)PB!lら (6) 
i-1 

where 

APr -llPD -llPC -llPU ' (7) 

i.e. the higher (llPD -llPC) resu1ts in the higher品F・ Thereforethe over 

predicted (APD -llPC) is 1ess conservative than the measured since the 

higher core f100ding rate， mF， ind~ces the higher core coo1ing capabi1ity. 

Pressure in the core 

Figure 8 shows the measured and the predicted pressures in the core. 

The higher measured pressure is considered to be introduced by the pres-

sure drop at the broken co1d 1eg nozz1e， llPBCN・
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2. Energy balance in the system 

Core inlet fluid•temperature 

The core inlet fluid temperature measured and calculated with WREM 

code are shown in Fig. 9. The low subcooling in the calculation is 

introduced from the input of the calculation, where the ECC water tem¬ 

perature was set to be nearly saturated. 

The core inlet subcooling required for the FLECHT correlation briilf 

in the WREM was also the input which was independent of the predicted 

core inlet water temperature. The Value of the subcooling, 64K, was 

determined in the WREM and, 49K, in the WRAP based on the well-mixed 

water temperature in the lower plenum at the BOCREC. Judging from the 

Fig. 9, the inputted core inlet fluid subcooling for the FLECHT correla¬ 

tion is too large to produce conservative results of the reflood heat 

transfer. 

Downcomer and lower plenum 

The fluid temperature transients measured in the downcomer are 

shown in Fig. 10. The location of measuring points are indicated in 

Fig. 1. The subcooled water filled in the downcomer during the Ace 

injection period is found to be gradually replaced with the saturated 

water entering from the intact cold leg nozzle during the LPCI injection 

period. Because the injected ECC water was heated with the steam flow¬ 

ing through the intact loops and the fluid temperature was saturated in 

the LPCI period while that was subcooled in the Ace period. 

As the subcooled downcomer water entered the core, the subcooled 

water moved downwards and the saturated water entered the downcomer. 

The bulk boiling of the saturated water initiated and the subcooled 

water was heated due to the heat released from the heated downcomer wall. 

The fluid temperature at the lowest elevation, TD5» shows saturation 

temperature at 165 seconds after flood. If the downcomer wall would not 

be heated up, it had taken about 30 seconds more for T D 5 to show the 

saturation temperature. 

When the fluid temperature at the highest elevation, T D 1, is satu¬ 

rated, the downcomer collapsed water level, APD, begins to decrease and 

when TD5 is saturated, APD approaches the quasi-steady value. This 

Indicates that the reduction of the downcomer head is induced by the 
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2. Energy ba1ance in the system 

Core inlet fluid‘temperatu:l."e 

The core ~n1et f1uid temperature measured and calcu1ated with WREM 

code are sh~~ in Fig. 9. The low subco01ing in the ca1cu1ation is 

introduc息dfrom the input of the calculation， where the ECC water tem-
perature was set to be near1y saturated. 

The core in1et subcoo1ing required for the FLECHT corre1ation b~li1t 

in the WREM was a180 the input which was independent of the predicted 

core in1et water temperature. The'valu唱 ofthe 8ubcooling， 64K. was 
determined in the WREM and， 49K， 1n the WRAP based on the we11-Ddxed 
water t田 peraturein the 10wer plen咽 atthe BOCREC. Judging fr咽 the

Fig. 9. the inputted core in1et f1uid subcoo1ing for the FLECHT correla田

tion is toc 1arge to produce conservative resu1ts of the ref100d heat 

transfer. 

Downcomer and lower p1enu皿

The f1uid temperature transients measured in the downcomer are 

shown in Fig. 10. The location of measuring points are indicatedin 

Fig. 1. The subcooled water fi11ed in the downcomer during the Acc 

injection period is found to be gradua11y rep1aced with the saturated 

water entering from the intact cold leg nozz1e during the LPCI injection 

period. Becau8e the injected ECC water was heated with the steam flow-

i03 throulh the intact 100ps and the fluid temperature was saturated in 

the LPCl P・riodwhile that was subcooled in the Acc period. 

/SJJ the 8ubcoo1ed downcomer wate:r elltered the core， the Bubcooled 
water moved downwards and the saturaterl wate"l" entered the downcomer.. 

The bulk boiling of the saturated water in1tiated and the subcooled 

water was heated due to the heat released from the heated downcomer wa11. 

The f1uid temperature at the lowest e1evation. TD5 • shows saturat10n 

temperature at 165 seconds after flood. If the downcomer wa11 would not 

be heated uP. it had take'n about 30 seconds more for TD5 to show the 

saturation temperature. 

When the fluid temperature at the highest .e.levatioh. TD1' 1s satu-

rated， the downcomer col1apsed water level， APD， begins to dec:rease and 
油 .nTD5 1s saturated， APD approache圃 tbequasi-steady value. This 

indicatea that the reduction of the downco田 rh.ad is induced by the 
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voiding in the downcomer due to the heat release from the downcomer 

wall (the pressure vessel wall). In the WREM prediction, the downcomer 

consists of one node without "heat slab" and the nearly saturated ECC 

water was injected into the downcomer instead of the cold leg. Hence 

the WREM predicted that the core inlet water temperature was nearly 

saturated and the collapsed water level in the downcomer was nearly the 

overflow level. 

In the lower plenum, the measured fluid temperature shows high sub" 

cooling. This indicates the water in the lower portion of the lower 

plenum is nearly stagnant and does not mix well with the water from the 

downcomer. It is thought that this is the reason why the measured core 

inlet water temperature approaches the saturation temperature in a 

short time. It is necessary to use at least two nodes for the lower 

plenum in order to represent the stagnant region and the mixing region 

in the lower plenum. 

Steam generator outlet plenum temperature 

Figure 11 shows the measured and the predicted fluid temperature 

transients at the steam generator outlet plenums. The curves indicate 

nearly the same superheat and the estimation error of i20K of the fluid 

temperature induces the error of ±2.2 % in the loop mass flow rates 

because of the change of the density. It can be concluded that the 

steam generator model suitably simulates the observed heat transfer 

phenomena. 

3. Core thermo-hydrodynamic behavior 

Figure 12 shows the measured and the predicted clad surface tempera¬ 

ture histories at the location of the maximum power density. Both EM 

codes predict similar temperature histories with each other. The predicted 

temperatures are higher than the measured. 

In the system calculation, though the core flooding rate is well 

estimated, the core inlet water temperature and the pressure in the core 

are not well estimated. Therefore, it is difficult to identify the model 

which introduces the conservative results on the clad surface 'temperature. 

In crdcr to evaluate:the core heat transfer model, the post-test 

calculation with the WREM code was preformed giving the aeasured core 

boundary condition*. The post-test calculation gives almost the' 
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voiding in the downcomer due to the heat re1ease from the downcomer 

wal1 (the pressure vesse1 wa11). 1n the WR皿 prediction，the downcomer 

consists of one node witho'lt "heat slab" and the near1y saturated ECC 

water was injected into the downco配 rinstead of the co1d 1eg. Hence 

the WREM predicted th~t the core in1et water temperature was near1y 

saturated and the co11apsed water 1evel in the downcomer was near1y the 

overf1ow 1eve1. 

1n the 10wer plenum， the measured f1uid teoperature shows high sub圃

coo1ing. This indicates the wilter in the 10wer portion of the 10wer 

p1enum is near1y stagnant and does not mix we11 with the '，Iater from the 

downcomer. It is thought that this is the reason w:lJ the measured core 

in1et water temperature approaches the saturation temperature in a 

short time. 1t is necessary to use at 1east two nodes for the 10wer 

p1enum in order to represent the stagnant region and the mixing region 

in the 10wer p1enum. 

Steam generator out1et p1enum temperature 

Figure 11 shows the measured and the predicted f1uid temperature 

transients at the steam generator out1et p1enums. The curves indicate 

near1y the same superheat and the est1mation error of ~20K of the f1uid 

te即 eratureinduces the error of i2.2 % in the 100p mass f10w rates 

because of the change of the. density. 1t can be conc1ude.d that the 

steam generator mode1 suitably simu1ates the observed he.at transfer 

phen咽 ena.

3. Core thermo-hydrodynamic behavior 

Figure 12 shows the m.easured and the predicted c1ad surface tempera-

ture histories at the 1ocation of the maximum power dansity. Both EM 

codes predict s1皿ilartemperature histor1es with each other. The predicted 

temperatures are higher than themeasured. 

1n the syseem ea!cu1ation. though the core flooding 1'ateis well 

esti箇ated，the core in1et water tempeI'ature and the pressure io. the core 

are not we11 eotimated.. Therefore. it is difficu1t. to: iden:t土fythe百ode1

叫11chintroducea the conservative 'resu1ts 'on' thccela'd固urface'te画perature.

10 crd・rto eva1uate:the core heat 町田oferll!odel.、the、post..;test'九

ca1cu1ation with the WR聞 codewa自 prefor踊 dliving'the Masu1'剖1:01'8"、

boundary conditiona. 'Thepost圃 tell'tcalcu1atibn givea allloat the'..国
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tendency as the pre-test predictions. It indicates that the discrepancy 

of the clad surface temperature is mainly produced by the conservatisms 

of the core heat transfer model. 

Figure 13 shows the measured core collapsed water level, the quench 

front envelopes and the contour lines of void fractions. If the froth 

level is defined as the top of the mixture with the averaged void frac¬ 

tion less than 0.9, the froth level reached the top of core within 

about 14 seconds, i.e. the Ace injection period. This means that 

considerably large amount of water was accumulated in the core. 

However, in the FLECET test referred in the modeling of the EM code, 

the dispersed flow was observed above the quench front, and the froth 

level, the top of the two-phase mixture, was roughly identical with the 

quench front^^. This is considered to be the reason why poor heat 

transfer based on the dispersed flow was calculated in the EH codes. 

Since the poorer heat transfer gives more conservative core cooling 

than that measured in the EM test, the present core heat transfer model 

is considered to be acceptable for a EM code. 

Since the core water accumulation observed in the EM test is almost 

identical with those observed in the other CCTF tests, the above men¬ 

tioned explanation can be applied generally. 

The core collapsed water levels predicted with WREM is also shown 

in Fig. 13. In the test, it is clearly found that the core was filled 

with two-phase mixture and the quench front was advancing and finally 

the whole core was quenched in spite of the low core collapsed water 

level. However in the prediction, the location of the quench front is 

closely related to the core collapsed water level and the quench of the 

core above the core collapsed water level is inhibited by the logics in 

the quench model of the EM code even if the clad surface temperature 

falls down below the quench temperature. 

Therefore, more realistic quench model must be established to remove 

the inconsistency mentioned above. 
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tendency as the pre-test predictions. 1t indicates that the discrepancy 

of the clad 叩rfacetemperature is mainly produced .by the conservatisuls 

of the core heat transfer mode1. 

Figure 13 shows the measured core c011apsed water 1eve1. the quench 

front enve10pes and the contour 1ines of void fractions. 1f the froth 

1eve1 is d邑finedas the top of the mi7Cture with the averaged void ;Erac田

tion 1ess than 0.9. the froth 1eve1 r'eached the top of core within 

about 14 seconds. i.e. the Acc inject.ion period. Tトismeans that 

considerab1y 1arge amount of water was accumu1ated in the core. 

Howe~er ， in the FLECErr test referred in the mode1ing ，of the EM code. 

the dispersed f10w was observed abo¥'e the quench front. and the froll:h 

1eve1. the top of the two-phase mixture. was rough1y identica1 with the 

quench front(吋 Thisis considered to be the reason油 ypoor heat 

transfer based on the dispersed. .f1ow was ca1cu1ated in the EM codes. 

Since the poorer heat transfer gives more conservative core co01ing 

than that measured in the EM test. the present core heat transfer mode1 

is cons1dered to be acceptab1e for a EM code. 

Since the core water accumu1ation observed in the EM test i8 almost 

identica1 with those observed in the other CCTF tests， the above men-
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tioned exp1anation can be app1ied genera11y. 

The core co11apsed water 1eve1s predicted with WREM is a1so shown 

in Fig. 13. 1n the test. it 1s c1early found that the core日wasfilled 

with two-phase mixture and the quench front was advancing and fina11y 

the wh01e core was quenched in spite of the 10w core c011apsed water 

leve1. However in the predict10n. the location of the quench front i8 

close1y re1ated to the core collapsed water 1eve1 and the quench of the 

core above the core c011apsed water 1eve1 is inhibited bythe 10gic8 in 

the quench mode1 of th~ EM code even if the c1ad surfaee temperature 

fa1~s down be10w the quench t四 perature.

Therefore. more realistic quench mode1 must be established to remoVe 

the inconsistency mentioned above. 
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V. Conclusion 

A CCTF test named the Evaluation Model (EM) Test was performed. 

The test conditions simulated the reflood phase predicted with the 

safety evaluation analysis. The test results were compared with the 

blindfold results predicted by Evaluation Model (EM) codes. The 

following conclusions were obtained: 

1. The core heat transfer model built in the EM codes gives conserva¬ 

tive results. This is caused by the more water accumulation in the 

CCTF tests than in the FLECHT test referred in the modeling of the EM 

code. 

2. An agreement between the predicted and the estimated core flooding 

rates were obtained and the agreement shows that the system models in 

the present EM codes are well balanced integrally over the system. 

3. The agreement mentioned above was introduced by cancelling the 

discrapancy of several factors which influence the core flooding rate. 

4. The model for the broken cold leg nozzle, i.e. the two-pipe model 

and the model for the upper plenum, i.e. no de-entrainment model gives 

conservative results. 

5. The steam generator model gives good results. 

6. The measured collapsed water level increased to the overflow level 

in early period of the transient and decreased gradually, while the 

predicted water level was exactly equal to the overflow level. The down-

comer voiding model must be considered in the EM model. 

7. The downcomer slow water accumulation observed in the base case 

teat was not appeared in the EM test. Accordingly, the ECC bypass 

through the downcomer during the reflood phase is not necessary to 

consider in the EM calculation. 

8. The present quench model, in which the quench propagation is 

closely correlated with the movement of the collapsed water level in 

the core, must be improved to express the observed phenomena, i.e. the 

quench front propagated independently of the movement of the core 

collapsed water level. 

9. The model for the core collapsed water level must be improved to 

give a conservative or realistic pressure difference between the down¬ 

comer and the core head. 

10. The water in the lower portion of the lower plenum was almost 
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V. Conc1usion 

A CCTF test named the Eva1uationMode1 (回)Test was performed. 

The test conditions simu1ated the ref100d phase predicted with the 

safety eva1uationana1ysis. The test resu1ts were compared with the 

b1indfo1d resu1ts predicted by Eva1uation Mode1 (四)codes. The 

fo11owing conc1usions were obtained: 

1. The core heat transfer mode1 bui1t in the EM codes gives conserva-

tive resu1ts. This is caused by the more water accumu1ation in the 

CCTF tests than in the FLECHT test referred in the mode1ing of the EM 

code. 

2. An agreement between the predicted and the estimated core f100ding 

rates were obtained and the agreement sho司'sthat the systen. mode1s in 

the present EM codes are we11 ba1anced integra11y over the system. 

3. The agreement mentioned above was introduced by cance11ing the 

discrapancy of severa1 factors油 ichinf1uence the core f100ding rate. 

4. The，mode1 for the broken co1d 1eg nozz1e， i.e. the two-pipe mode1 
and the mode1 for the uppcr p1enum， i.e. no de-entrainment mode1 gives 
conservative resu1ts. 

5. The steam generator mode1 gives good resu1ts. 

6. The measured co11apsed water 1eve1 increased to the overf1ow 1eve1 

in ear1y period of the transient and decreased gradua11y， whi1e the 
predicted water 1eve1 was exact1y equa1 to the overf1ow 1eve1. The down-

C咽 ervoiding m叫 e1must be considered in the EM mode1. 

7. The downcomer s10w water accumu1ation observed in the base case 

test was not appeared in the EM test. According1y， the ECC bypass 
through the downcomer during the ref100d phase is not necessary to 

consider in the四 ca1cu1ation.

8. The present quench mode1， in叫lichthe quench propagation is 

c1ose1y corre1ated with the movement of the co11apsed water 1eve1 ln 

the core， must be improved to express the observed phenomena， i.e. the 
quench front propagated independent1y of the movement of the core 

co11apsed water 1eve1. 

9. The mode1 for thecore co11apsed water 1eve1 must be improved to 

give a conservative or rea11stic presaure difference betwe回 thedown置

co陣 rand the core head. 

10. The water in the 10wer portlon of the 10wer p1enum was-a1moat 
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stagnant anc not mixed well with the water from the downcomer. There¬ 

fore, at least two nodes are necessary to represent the stagnant region 

and the mixing region in the lower plenum. 

Nomenclature 

m : Mass flow rate 

AP : Differential pressure 

K : K factor (s AP/-| pv2) 

P : Pressure 

p : Density 

v : Velocity 

T : Fluid temperature 

(Subscripts) 

C 

F 

U 

I 

B 

BCN 

D 

Core 

Core flooding 

Upper plenum 

Intact loop 

Broken loop 

Broken cold leg nozzle 

Downcomer 
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stagnant anf not m1xed we11 with the water from the downcomer. There-

fore， at 1ea，:;C two nodes are necessary to represent the stagnant region 

and the mixir，¥g region in the 1ower p1enu皿.

Nomenc1ature 

. 
Mass f10w rate m 

AP Differentia1 pressure 

K K factor (霊卸小v2)

P : Pressure 

p : Density 

v : Ve10city 

T : F1uid temperature 

(Subscripts) 

c : Core 

F Core f100ding 

U : Upper p1enum 

I : Intact 100p 

B : Broken 1oop 

BCN: Broken co1d 1eg nozz1e 

D : Downcomer 
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Table 1 Test conditions 

Items Values Referred values 1) 

System pressure 

Initial average linear power 

Initial peak linear power 

Radial peaking factor 

Axial peaking factor 

Local peaking factor 

Total peaking fractor 

Decay curve of power 

Maximum initial clad teir.p. 

Downcomer wall temp. 

Other wall temp. 

Steam generator secondaty 
side water temp. 

K factor of primary loop 
ECC injection conditions 

ACC flow rate 

from lower plenum 

from cold legs 

ACC water temp. 

ACC injection period 

LPCI flow rate 

LPCI water temp. 

0.2 MPa 
1.4 KW/m 

2.95 KW/m 

1.286 

1.49 

1.1 

2.108 

ANS x 1.2 + 

Actinide x l.i 

1143 k 

471 k 

392 k 

538 k 

25 

0.103 m3/s x 3 sec 

0.090 m3/s x 11 sec 

308 k 

14 sec 

1.11 x 10-3m3/s 

308 k 

0.2 -v 0.26 MPa 
1.34 KW/m2) 

2.95 KW/m 

1.435 

1.495 

1.027 

2.204 

ANSxl.2 + Actinidexl.l 

+ Delayed neutron 

1143 k 

443 k4) 

-

538 k3> 

24.453' 

0.105 -v 0.0797 
} m*/s3) 

308 k 

14 sec3) 

1.11 x io~am3/s3) 

308 k 

Note 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Tsuruga Unit 2' ' 

Trojan' ' 2% over power, considered 30 sec afte shutdown with 

power decay fraction and delayed neutron effect of Tsuruga 

Units 2.(5) 

Conditions referred in FLECHT-SET tests. (2) 

Equivalent wall temp., see Appendix of Ref.(1). 
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Tab1e 1 Test conditions 

Items 

System pressure 

Initia1 averaqe 1inear power 

Initia1 peak 1inear power 

Radia1 peQking factor 

Axia1 peaking factor 

Loca1 peakinq factor 

Tota1 peaking fractor 

Decay curve of power 

Maximum initia1 c1ad teffip. 

Downcomer wa11 temp. 

Other wa11 temp. 

Steam qenerator secondaty 
side water temp. 

K factor of primary 100p 
ECC injection condiLions 

ACC flow rate 

from 10wer p1en凶 n

from co1d 1P.9S 

ACC water temp. 

ACC injection perjod 

LPCI f10w rate 

LPCI water temp. 

Note 
(5) 

1) Tsuruqa Unit 2 

Va1ues 1) Referred va1ues 

0.2 MPa 

1.4 KW/m 

2.95 KW/m 

1.286 

1.49 

1.1 

2.108 

0.2 '" 0.26 MPa 
2) 

1.34 KW/m 

2，95 KW/m 
1.435 

1.495 

1.027 

2.204 

ANS x 1.2 + ANSx1.2 + Actinidex1.1 

Actinide x 1.1 + De1ayed neutron 

1143 k 1143 k 

471 k 443 k 
4) 

392 k 

538 k 538 k 
3) 

25 24.45 
3) 

0.103 m3/s x 3 sec 0.105 '" 0.0797 

0.090 m3/s x 11 sec m3/s3) 

308 k 308 k 

14 sec 1~ sec 
3) 

1.11 x 10-2m3/s 1.11 x 10-am3/s 
3) 

308 k 30日k

(7) 2) Trojan • .， 2も overpower， consiaered 30 sec afte shutdown with 
power decay fraction and de1ayed neutron effect of Tsuru9a 

Units 2. 
(5) 

3) Conditions referred in FL'ECHT-SET tests. 
(2) 

4) Equiva1ent wa11 temp.， see Appendix of Ref. (1) . 
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Table 2 Contribution of individual terms in mass balance to core flooding rate 

00 
I 

ng (kg/s) 

nnj (kg/s) 

mj. (kg/s) 

mg** (kg/s) 

; ip*** (kg/s) 

100 sec after BOCREC* 

CCTF 

0.57 

0.029 

3.54 

1.69 

5.83 

WREM 

1.23 

0 

3.31 

1.38 

5.92 

Discrepancy 

-0.66 

+0.029 

+0.23 

+0.31 

+0.09 

200 sec after BOCREC* 

CCTF 

0.29 

0.20 

3.41 

1.49 

5.14 

WREM. 

1.04 

0 

3.04 

1.25 

5.33 

Discrepancy 

-0.75 

+0.20 

+0.37 

+0.24 

-0,19 

* BOCREC occurred at 102 sec. 
** Total value of 3 intact loops. 

gg 

* * * nip 

』
〉
刷
霞
l
一
富
田
ω
l口
問
由

Contr1but1on of 1nd1v1dua1 terms 1n mass ba1ance to core f1ood1ng rat邑

100 sec after BOCREC* 200 sec after BOCREC* 

CCTF WREM D1screpancy CCTF WREM. D1screpancy 

. 
(kg!s) 0.57 1.23 -0.66 0.29 1.04 ー0.75mc . 
(kg!s) 0.029 mu 。 +0.029 0.20 。 +0.20 

. 
(kg!s) 3.54 3.31 +0.23 3.41 3.04 +0.37 m工

~帥 (kgls) 1.69 1.38 +0.31 1.49 1.25 +0.24 

-一
~*** (kg!s) 5.83 5.92 +0.09 5.14 5.33 ーO降 19

宝ab1e2 

i
-曲
l

BOCREC occurred at 102 sec. 

Tota1 va1ue of 3 intact 1oops. 
・・・・.

骨量* mF .. mc + mu + mI + mB 

* 
** 
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Fig.2 Schematic of system nodalization 
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Appendix A 

Explanation of measuring location of referred data and 

definition of the evaluated data 
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Figure l i s t 

Fig. A-l Definition of power zones and bundle numbers 

Fig. A-2 Definition of Tag.ID for void fraction (AG(EL.l) ̂  AG(EL.6)) 

Fig. A-3 Definition of Tag.ID for average linear power of heater rod 

in each power unit zone (LPO1A 'v LPO9A) 

Fig. A-4 Definition of Tag.ID for differential pressure through down-

comer, upper plenum, core, and lower plenum 

(DSD55, DTO7RT5, DSC75, DSC15) 

Fig. A-5 Definition of Tag.ID for differential pressure through intact 

and broken loop and broken cold leg nozzle 

(DT23C, DTO1B, DPBCN) 

Fig. A-6 Definition of Tag.ID for fluid temperature in inlet and outlet 

plenum and secondary of steam generator 

(TED2GW, TEQ5GW, TE08GaH) 
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Figure list 

Fig. A・1 Definltion of po官'erzones and bundle numbers 

Fig. A.・2 Definition of Tag.ID for void fraction (AG(EL.l) ~ AG(EL.6)) 

Fig. A-3 Def1nit1on of Tag.ID for average 11near power of heater rod 

in each power unit zone (LPOLA ~ LP09A) 

Fig. A.・4 Definition of Tag.ID for different1al pressure through down-

cαner. upper plem皿. core. and lower plenum 

(DSD55.田07RT5.DSC75. DSC15) 

Fig. A.・5 Definition of Tag.ID for differential pressure through 1ntact 

and broken loop and broken cold leg nozzle 

(DT23C，町OlB.DPBCN) 

Fig. A-6 Definition of Tag.ID for fluid temperature 1n 1nlet and outlet 

plenum and secondary oi steam generator 

(TEロ2GW.TEロ5GW.TE08GoH) 
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1. Definition of Tag.ID for clad surface temperatures 

Notation : TENNWAM 

NN : Bundle number 

HA : Power zone 

WA « XI, X2 : High power (Local power factor 1.1) 

WA « Yl, Y2 : Medium power (Local «ower factor 1.0) 

WA - Zl, 22 : Low power (Local power facjr 0.95) 

H : Elevation 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Elevation (m) 

0.38 

1.015 

1.83 

2.44 

3.05 

Axial power factor 

0.568 

1.176 

1.492 

1.312 

0.815" 

2. Definition of power zone and bundle number 

See Fig. A-l 

3. Definition of Tag.ID for void fraction 

See Fig. A-2 

4. Definition of Tag.ID for average linear power of heater rod in 

each power unit zone 

See Fig. A-3 

5. Definition of carry-over rate fraction (CRF) 

CRF - T 

UP 

- 2 9 -
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1. Definition of Tag.ID for clad surface temperatures 

Notation .TENNWAM 

NN Bund1e number 

WA Power zone 

WA • X1. X2 High power (Loca1 power factor 1.1) 

WA・Y1.Y2 Hedium power (Loca1百owerfactor 1.0) 

WA -Z1， Z2 Low powerιoca1 power fac~~r 0.95) 

H E1evation 

Elevation (m) Axial power factor 

1 0.38 0.568 

2 1.015 1.176 

3 1.83 1.492 

4 2.44 1.312 

5 3.05 0.815 

2. Definition of power zone and b回 d1enUllber 

See Fig. A-1 

3. Definition of Tag.ID for void fraction 

See Fig. A-2 

4. Definition of Tag.ID for average 1inear power of heater rod in 

each power unit zone 

See Fig. A・3

5. Defir.ition of carry-over rate fraction (CRF) 

CRF •• nIUp +品L• IiICR + liI田+九
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The calculated data within ±25 s are averaged: 

, i+50 
(CRF) - T ± T 2 (CRF) 

i 101 k-i_50 k 

where 

APyp : Average of measured data at four orientations 

AP : Same as above 
K 

V " AuP dT <%>> 

ACR - ACR dV 

m 

AP 

suffix 

UP 

CR 

L 

P 

mass flow rate or mass accumulation rate 

differential pressure 

upper plenum 

core 

loop 

primary pump 

6. Definition of Tag.ID for differential pressure through downcomer, 

upper plenumi core and lower plenum 

See Fig. A-4 

7. Definition of Tag.ID for differential pressure through intact 

and broken loop and broken cold leg nozzle 

See Fig. A-5 

8. Definition of Tag.ID for fluid temperature in inlet and outlet 

plenum and secondary of steam generator 

See Fig. A-6 
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The ca1culated data within ~25 5 are averaged: 

1+50 
(CRF). .・.~. E (CRF) 

i - 101 k・1・50

where 

血up Average of measured data at four orientations 

aP__ Same as above 
CR 

h -AL{血)up dt '-uP 

-AL{血〉
CR '''CR dt '-CR 

4 

晶L-. L 品pk
k-1 

由 massf10w rate or mass accumu1ation rate 

aP: different~.a1 pressure 

suffix 

UP: upper p1enum 

CR: core 

L 10叩

p primary purap 

6. Definition of Tag.ID for differentia1 pressure througb downcomer. 

upper p1enum. core and 10wer p1enum 

See Fig. A-4 

7. Definition of Tag.ID for differentia1 pressure through intact 

and broken 100p and broken co1d 1eg nozz1e 

See Fig. A-5 

8. Definition of Tag.ID fo= f1uid temperature in in1et and out1et 

p1enura and aecondary of steam generator 

5e. Fig. A-6 
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Intact 
hot leg 3 

Medium power zone 
(B region) 

High power zone 
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Intact 
cold leg 3 
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(C region) 

Intact 
cold leg 2 

Broken 
hot leg 

Broken 
cold leg 

Intact 
cold leg I 

Intact 
hot leg 2 

Intact 
hot leg I 

Bundle number 

Boundary of bundle 

F ig .A -1 Definition of power zones and bundle numbers 
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Fig. A-2 Definition of Tag.ID for void fraction 
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F i g . A - 3 Definition of Tag. ID for average linear power 
of heater rod in each power unit zone 
( L P 0 1 A - L P 0 9 A ) 
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Table B-l Summary of t e s t conditions 

1 . TEST TYPE : EVALUATION MODEL TEST 

2 . TEST NUMBER : RUN 038 3 . D A T E : "arch " . 1981 

4 . POWER : A: TOTAL: 9 .28 MW; B;LINEAR: 1.39KW/M 

5. RELATIVE RADIAL POWER SHAPE : 

A: ZONE: A B C 

B: RATIO: 1.299 1,092 0.841 

6 . AXIAL POWER SHAPE : CHOPPED COSINE 

7 . PRESSURE (KG/CM2A) : 

A: SYSTEM: 2.03 , B: CONTAINMENT 2.03 

C: STEAM GENERATOR SECONDARY: 53.2 

8. TEMPERATURE (DEG.C) : 

A: DOWNCOMER WALL I69 , B: VESSEL INTERNALS 115 

C: PRIMARY PIPING WALL 123 D: LOWER PELNUM LIQUID 114 

E: ECC LIQUID 38.1 F: STEAM GENERATOR SECONDARY 263 

G: CORE TEMPERATURE AT ECC INITIATION 844 

9. ECC INJECTION TYPE: C 

A: COLD LEG, B: LOWER PLENUM, C: LOWER PLENUM + COLD LEG 

10. PUMP K-FACTOR : * 15 

11. ECC FLOW RATES AND DURATION : 

A: ACCUMULATOR 372 M3/HR FROM 0 TO 25.5 SECONDS 

B: LPCI 40.5 M'/HR FROM 25.5 TO 737 SECONDS 

C: ECC INJECTION TO LOWER PLENUM : FROM __0 TO 14 SECONDS 

(VALVE OPENING AND CLOSING TIMES ARE INCLUDED IN THE INJECTION 
DURATION) 

12. INITIAL WATER LEVEL IN LOWER PLENUM : 0-89 H. 

13. POWER CONTROL : ANS x 1.2 + ACTINIDE ( 30 SEC AFTER SCRAM) 

14. EXPECTED BOCREC TIME FROM ECC INITIATION _j> SEC. 

15. EXPECTED PEAK TEMPERATURE AT BOCREC 870 c 
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Summary of test cond1t1ons 

EVALUATI側聞DELTEST 

Table B-l 

TEST TYPE : 

r.tarch 18. 1981 DATE 3. RUN 038 TEST NU岡 田:2. 

B:LINEAR:.39KW/M A: TOTAL: 9.28剛 2P倒ER: 4. 

RELATIVE RADIAl P倒 ERSHAPE : 5. 

c B A A: ZONE: 

0.841 1.299 1.092 B: RATIO: 

AXIAL P倒 ERSHAPE CHOPPED COSINE 6. 

PRESSURE (KG/CM2A) 7. 

2.03 B: C側TAIN舵NT2.03 A: SYSTEM: 

53.2 C: STE釧 GENERATORSECONDARY: 

B: VESSEL INTERNALS 115 

D: L側ERPELN捌 U叩ID 114 

F: STE州 GENERATORSE∞NDARY 263 

169 

123 __ 

TEMPERATU臨 (DEG.C): 

A:凶制NCω佐RWALL 

C: PRI剛RYPIPING WALL 

8. 

33.1 E: ECC LIQUID 

844 G: CORE TEMPERATURE AT ECC INITIATION 

c ECC IKJECTION TYPE: 9. 

C: LOWER PL印刷+COLD LEG B: LOWER PLENU阿，員: C乱DLEG. 

'" 15 P酬PK-FACTOR : 10. 

ECC FL倒 RATESAND凶 RATION: • .••• .•• 

FR側一」ー TO~SEC側DS

FRI側 25.5TO 737 SEC側DS

C: ECC .INJECTI側 TOl側印凡印刷:FR側 o TO 14 SECONDS 

A: ACCωIILATOR 372 M3/HR 

自L!!R組」8: LPCI 

(VALVE OPE削NGAND ClOSING TIMES ARE INClUDED IN THE INJECTI側
凶臥，TI側}

lNlTIAL WATER LEVEl 1N L側 ERPl印刷 o.89 M. 

P倒 ERC側TROl: ANS x 1.2 +附INIDE(丘一 SECA円ERSC剛}

12. 

EXPECT印 BOCRECT1舵 FR捌 ECCINITIATI側 9 SEC 

EXPECTED PEAK TEMPERATURE AT BOCREC 87o c 
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Table B-2 Chronology of events 

EVENT 

Test Initiated 
(Heater Rods Power on) 
(Data Recording Initiated) 

Accumulator Injection Initiated 

Power Decay Initiated 
(Bottom of Core Recovery) 

Accumulator Injection Switched 
from Lower Plenum to Cold Leg 

Accumulator Injection Ended and 
LPCI Injection Initiated 

All Heater Rods Quenched 

Power Off 

LPCI Injection Ended 

Test Ended 
(Data Recording Ended) 

TIME 

0 

93 

102 

107 

na. 

615 

710 

830 

1047 

(sec) 

(102) 

5 
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Table B-2 Chronology of events 

EVENT TIME (sec) 

Test Initiated 0 
(He~ter Rods Power on) 
(Oata Recording Initiated) 

Accumu1ator Injection Initiated 

Power Oecay Initiated 
(Bottom of Core Recovery) 

Ac印刷1atorInjection Sw1tched 
from Lo嶋 rP1enum to Co1d Leg 

Ac印刷1atorInject10n Ended and 
LPCI Injection In1tiated 

A11 Heater Rods Quenched 

Power Off 

LPCI Injection Ended 

Test Ended 
(Data Recording Ended) 
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Figure l i s t 

Fig. C-l Core flooding mass flow rates evaluated with Eqs. (1) and 

(2) 

Fig. C-2 Best estimate core flooding mass flow rates 

Fig. C-3 Integral masses flooded into core evaluated with Eqs. (1) 

and (2) and best-estimated 
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Figure 1ist 

Fig. C-1 Core f100ding mass f10w rates eva1uated with Eqs. (1) and 

(2) 

Fig. C-2 sest estimate core f100ding mass f10w rates 

Fig. C-3 Integra1 masses f100ded into core eva1uated with Eqs. (1) 

担 d (2) and best-estimated 
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The reflood phenomena is a relatively slow transient and is 

assumed to be a.steady state condition. In a steady state condition, 

based on the mass balance relations of the system, the core flooding; 

mass flow rates m^s can be written as follows: 

By using the data measured at the downstrec-ii of the core inlet, m F 

is derived as, 

mF = mC + ""o + mB + *• mI » ^"^ 

* • 

where m,, and m™ are the mass accumulation rates in the core and the upper 

plenum respectively. The m B and mj- are the mass flow rates in the broken 

loop and the intact loop, respectively. 

By using the data measured at the upstream of the core inlet, m p is 

derived as, 

mF = Z mDL " mD ~ m0 + "ECC/LP » ( 2 ) 

where m ^ , TUQ and ^ECC/UP a r e t'le m a s s fl°w rates of the water flowing 

into and overflowing from the downcomer and the mass flow rate of the 

ECC water injected into the lower plenum, respectively. 

The m-yS AND m^ can be obtained from the pressure drops at the pump 

simulators with orifices by assuming the K-factor of the orifice is 

constant or from the data of Pitot tubes. The values of m^, m^ and m^ 

can be evaluated with the differential pressure APC, APp and APy, 

respectively, as follows: 

^ = d(APnSn/g)/dt (n : C, D, U) , (3) 

where g is the gravitational acceleration and S n is the crosssectional 

area. The value of mg can be obtained from the liquid level X in the 

Containment tank 1 as, 

(4) 

where p^ is the liquid density and £>o is the cross sectional area of the 

containment tank. 

The value of mpL is obtained from the following mass and energy 
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The ref100d phenomena is a re1ative1y s10w transient and i8 

assumed tQ be a.steady state condition. In a steady state conditiol.l， 

based on the mass ba1ance re!ations of the system， the core f1oodin~; . 
回 ssf10w rates ~s can be written as fo11ows: 

By using the data measured at the down叫 reωofthe core in1et，ら
1s derived as， 
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where mC and mu are the mass accumu1ation rates in the core and the upper 

p1enum respective1y. The mB and mr are the mass f10w rates in the broken 

100p and the intact 1oop， respective1y. . 
By using the data measured at the upstream of the core inlet， mF is 

derived as， 

mF = E mDL -mD -mO + mECC/LP (2) 

where MnL' mO and ~CC/LP are the mass f10w rates of the water f10wing 

into and overf1owing from the dowocomer and the mass flow rate of the 

ECC water injected into the lower p1enum， respective1y. 

The mrs却 D~ can be obtained fr咽 thepressure drops at the p岨 p

simu!ators with orifices by assuming the K-factor of the orifice is 

constant or fyom the data of Pitot tubes. The va1ues of mC' mD and mU 

can be eva1uated with the differential pressure 8PC' 8PD and 8PU' 

respective1y， as fo11ows: 

九=d(8PnSn/g)/dt (n C， D， U) (3) 

where g is the gravitationa1 acc邑1erationand Sn is the crosssectiona1 

-area. The va1ue of mO can be obtained from the 1iquid 1eve1 X in the 

Contain皿enttank 1 as， 

mo - d(Xp ~So)/dt ， (4) 

where P~ is the liqu.id density and ι。1日 thecross sectiona1 area of the 

containment tank. . 
The va1ue of mDL 1s obtained from the fol1owing mass and energy 
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balance relat ions at each ECC port under the assumption of thermal 

equilibrium: 

" w + "ra. =
 "ECC

 + *i • ( 5 

l f 

i f 

if K l j , m D V = 0 , 

where i is enthalpy of fluid and ijj and ig are enthalpies of liquid and 

steam at the saturation temperature, respectively. 

The fluid temperatures can be measured with thermocouples immersed 

in the fluid and the enthalpies i-p i E C C can be estimated. 

Mass balance calculations were performed with Eqs. (1) and (2), 

since it was found that the water entering the steam generator was 

completely evaporated. In the differentiation, higher frequency com¬ 

ponents of the data tends to be amplified more. Therefore, in the dif¬ 

ferentiation of the differential pressure data, the smoothing procedure 

was used to suppress the high frequency components of the data. Figure 

C-l shows the flooding mass flow rates, m^s, calculated from Eqs. (1) 

and (2) by averaging data in 20 seconds. 

In the Ace injection period, the calculated values mps, are 

significantly different from each other. This discrepancy may be caused 

by inaccuracy of the mass flow rate injected into the system and by the 

unaccounting of the storage of water in the cold leg pipe. The former 

might be introduced from the slow time response (time constant 1 second) 

and the change of the gas volume in the injection line. In this period, 

specially before the steam generation from the core became noticable, 

the mass flow rate, mF, calculated with Eq. (1) is reasonable, since the 

calculation needs the increasing rates of the masses in the core and the 

upper plenum and their accuracy is enough for our estimation. 
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balance re1ations at each ECC port under the assumption of thermal 

equilibrium: 

IDnv + ~L = ~CC + m工' (5) 

(mDV + mDL)i = ~CCiECC + m1i1 ' (6) 

if i~ > i > io • 品+品 )i '"品 L+品nTi g L Ii.' ¥WDV' ，aLD' L - WDVLg -.-WVL LIi. 

if i > ig ， ~L = 0 (7) 

-if i < ili. mnv 0 

where i is entha1py of f1uid and ili. and ig are enthalpies of liquid and 

steam at the saturation temperature， respective1y. 

The f1uid temperatures can be measured with thermocouples immersed 

in the fluid and the enthalpies i1， iECC can be estimated. 
Mass ba1ance ca1cu1ations were performed with Eqs. (1) and (2)， 

since it was found that the water entering the steam generator was 

comp1ete1y evaporated. 1n the differentiation， higher frequency com-
ponents of the data tends to be amp1ified more. Therefore， in the dif-

ferentiation of the different1a1 pressure data， the smoothing procedure 

was used to suppress the high frequency components of the data. Figure 

-C-1 shows the f100ding mass f10w rates， MFS， ca1cu1ated from Eqs. (1) 

and (2) by averaging data in 20 seconds. 

-1n the Acc injection period. the ca1cu1ated va1ues mFs. are 

s1gnificant1y different from each other. This discrepancy may be caused 

by inaccuracy of the mass f10w rate injected into the system and by the 

unaccount1ng of the storage of water in the co1d 1eg pipe. The former 

m1ght be introduced from the s10w time response (time constant 1 second) 

and the change of the gas vo1ume in the injection 1ine. 1n this period， 
specia11y before the steam generation from the core became noticab1e， 

the mass f10w rate，品F'ca1cu1ated with Eq. (1) 1s reasonab1e， s1nce the 

ca1cu1at1on n丹edsthe increasing rates of the masses in the core and the 

upper p1enum and their accuracy is enough for our estimation. 
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In the LPCI injection period, the calculated values, m Fs, are 

slightly different from each other. Judging from the time-integral 

values of both m Fs, their average values are nearly proportional. The 

discrepancy was inferred to be caused by the disregard of the bypass 

of steam and liquid from the upper plenum wighout going through the hot 

legs in the calculation with Eq. (1). And additionally the discrepancy 

was caused by the disregard of the steam generation in the downcomer 

due to the hot wall of the pressure vessel in the calculation with Eq. 

(2). It was estimated that the disregard of the downcomer steam 

generation was caused the error of 0.25 kg/s on predicted m_. The 

estimation was made by comparing the results of the tests with hot and 

cold downcomer conditions. In the LPCI injection period except for the 

early period, the mass flow rate, m , calculated with Eq. (2) is 

r 
reasonable, since the error from the injected ECC flow rate measurement 

is negligible under the quasi-steady state condition appeared in this 

period and the error caused by the steam generation in the downcomer is 

small. 

In order to obtain the best estimate core inlet mass flow rate, the 

calculation with Eq. (1) were performed by using the corrected values 

of the loop mass flow rates, nijS and mB> The correction was made by 

multiplying m^s and nig by a factor which yields identical nips in the 

calculations with Eqs. (1) and (2). Figure C-2 shows the best estimate 

core inlet mass flow rate. In this calculation, the smoothing procedure 

was performed by averaging m p in 10 seconds. Therefore the core inlet 

velocity at the reflood initiation was slightly lowered. Since the 

bypass of steam and water from the upper plenum is difficult to be 

evaluated quantitatively, this estimation involves at greatest about 

15 % error. The relation between the integral core-flooded water mass 

evaluated with Eqs. (1) and (2) and best-estimated are shown in Fig. C-3. 
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. 
In the LPCI injection period， the ca1cu1ated va1ues， mFs， are 

s1ight1y differ~nt fro皿 eachother. Judging from the time-integra1 

-va1ues of both mFs， their average va1ues are near1y proportiona1. The 

discrepancy was inferred to be caused by the disregard of the bypass 

of steam and 1iquid from the upper p1enu皿 wighautgoing through the hot 

1egs in the ca1cu1ation with Eq. (1). And additiona11y the discrepancy 

was caused by the disregard of the steam generation in the downcomer 

due to the hot wa11 of the pressure vesse1 in the ca1cu1ation with Eq. 

(2). It was estimated that the disregard of the downcomer steam 

generation was caused the error of 0.25 kg/s on predicted晶F' The 

est1mation was圃adeby co圃paringthe resu1ts of the tests with hot and 

co1d downcomer conditions. In the LPCI injection period except for the 

ear1y period， the mass f10w rate，品F'ca1cu1ated with Eq. (2) is 

reasonab1e， since the error from the injected ECC f10w rate measurement 

is neg1igib1e under the quasi-steady state condition appeared in this 

period and the error caused by the steam generation in the downcomer i百

四 a11.

In order to obtain the best estimate core in1et mass f10w rate， the 
ca1cu1ation with Eq. (1) were performed by using the corrected va1ues 

of the 100p mass f10w rates， mIs and mB• The correction was made by 

mu1tip1ying mIs andらbya factor which yie1ds identica1 品~Fs in the 

ca1cu1ations with Eqs. (1) and (2). Figure C-2 shows the best estimate 

core in1et mass f10w rate. In this ca1cu1ation， the smoothing procedure 

was performed by averaging mF in 10 seconds. Therefore the core in1et 

ve10city at the ref100d initiation was s1ight1y 1owered. Since the 

bypass of steam and water from the upper p1enum is difficu1t to be 

eva1uated quantitative1y， this estimation invo1ves at greatest about 

15 % error. The re1ation between the intE'gra1 core-f1ooded water mass 

eva1uated with Eqs. (1) and (2) and best-estimated are shown in Fig・C-3.
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Fig. C-3 Integral masses flooded into core evaluated with Eqs. (1) 

and (2) and best-estimated 
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